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Abstract. Strategies developed for database preservation in the past
include technology preservation, migration, emulation and the use of a
universal virtual computer. In this paper we present a new concept of
“Model Migration for Database Preservation”. Our proposed approach
involves two major activities. First, migrating the database model from
conventional relational model to dimensional model and second, calcu-
lating the information embedded in code and preserving it instead of
preserving the code required to calculate it. This will affect the original-
ity of the database but improve two other characteristics: the information
considered relevant is kept in a simple and easier to understand format
and the systematic process to preserve the dimensional model is inde-
pendent of the DBMS details and application logic.
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1 Introduction

Organizations are increasingly relying ondatabases as themain component of their
recordkeeping systems.However, at the samepaceas the amountanddetail of infor-
mation contained in such systems grows, also grows the concern that in a few years
most of it may be lost, when the current hardware, operating systems, database
management systems (DBMS) and actual applications become obsolete and turn
the data repositories unreadable. The paperless office increases the risk of losing
significant chunks of organizational memory. In this paper we present an approach
for preserving the information stored in relational databases for the future.

According to research in the area, the five characteristics of databases which
must be preserved are context, structure, content, appearance and behaviour
[15,17]. The context includes non-technical information giving answers to ques-
tions like who, when and why about the database as well as information on its
technical features. The contents is the data stored in the database representing
real-world facts. The structure of the database relates to the composition and
logical hierarchy of the elements of a database, thus contributing to the meaning
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of the data. Appearance is about screen forms used for entering and modifying
data and about generated reports. It requires the presence of the user applica-
tion designed to manipulate data, submit queries, and extract information. The
behavior is the dynamic part of the system and, therefore, the most difficult
to preserve. It includes the interaction control component and the code imple-
menting the business rules. If the former can be seen as less relevant from a
preservation viewpoint, the latter may contain important bits of information, in
the form of functions to produce important derived results not explicitly stored
in the database. This paper will discuss how the migration from relational to
dimensional model impacts the preservation of these database characteristics.

Some aspects of preservation which need to be taken care of during the process
of database preservation include integrity, intelligibility, authenticity, originality
and accessibility [5]. Integrity refers to the completeness, correctness and con-
sistency of data stored in the database. Intelligibility of a database concerns
both the interpretation of the data formats and the understandability of the
relationships between tables and their relation to the reality they represent.
An intricate database model becomes hard to understand. The authenticity
is the property which relates the preserved information with its source and is
guaranteed by keeping record of the actors, tools and operations involved in
a preservation process. Originality in terms of preserving the structure and
functionality, should be kept into account but may conflict with other aspects
like intelligibility or accessibility. Technical accessibility means that the data
is kept in open formats and does not rely on vendor-specific software.

The approach to database preservation proposed in Section 3 is based on
model migration. This operation changes the structure of the database in order
to improve intelligibility and accessibility, the crucial problems identified above.
In the process, we might decide to perform a data quality assessment and re-
pair the data to reduce problems like missing values, inserting records on foreign
key errors. However, the decision was to keep the data as it is, in order to pre-
serve as much as possible the facts recorded, though in different format, even
when they are affected by data quality problems. So, the goal is to preserve the
actual level of integrity. The authenticity of the actual database is guaranteed
by the inclusion of audit information qualifying the records. The authenticity
of the preserved database requires the addition of audit information relating
the preserved records to the original ones and the specification of the migration
procedures, when they were executed and by whom, using which tools. Authen-
ticity also benefits from metadata about the context of creation and use of the
original database which should be recorded in the context component of the
preserved database. Note however that the model migration approach is done at
the expense of originality.

2 What to Preserve

The model migration approach provides a pre-processing of the database, which
can be coupled with existing database preservation initiatives such as the
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Software Independent Archiving of Relational Databases (SIARD) [4,14] or the
Digital Preservation Testbed (DPT)[15]. SIARD is a non-proprietary published
open standard. It is based on other open standards like Unicode, XML, SQL
1999 and the industry standard ZIP [14]. As it is based on open standards, it
supports interoperability of the database contents in the long term.

Using the SIARD format, even if the database software through which the
database was created is not available or not executable, the database will be
accessible and usable. At the present it is possible to migrate Oracle, Microsoft
SQL Server and Microsoft Access databases to SIARD format. A database in the
SIARD format consists of two components namely metadata and the primary
data. An uncompressed ZIP archive stores these components having the meta-
data in the folder header and the primary data in the folder content. Moreover,
the archive also stores metadata about which primary data can be found where
in the archive [14]. A SIARD database archive can be reloaded in the future to
any RDBMS which supports standard SQL [5].

The model migration proposal concentrates on the archival format for the
database contents. The archive should contain the original relational model and
it may contain the original database file or an export file. The archive must also
contain the new preservation model and the preserved contents according to the
new model following the SIARD archive structure.

A similar approach could be applied to the DPT, modifying its central notion
of preservation object. The DPT preservation object has five main components,
namely the original database, an XML overview file of the database, applications,
the preservation log file and metadata. Testbed suggests the preservation of the
original database file (*.mdb or export file). The XML overview file represents
an overview of the tables in the database, the relationships between the tables
and the content and structure of the actual tables and views. The application
component is for storage of queries, stored procedures, application code (if appli-
cable), system documentation and user manuals. It is not meant to preserve the
applications as a working entity. The preservation log file contains all the infor-
mation about the preservation actions through which the database passes. The
metadata component contains metadata for the authentic preservation. This is
mainly contextual metadata.

For using the DPT with our proposal, the overview file has to contain the
original relational model and the new model and also the original database file
version possibly in XML or SQL DDL format.

It is clear from the research done that there can be no single way to preserve
all kinds of databases. For our work we define a database as a combination of
four components.

1. Data: The data is the contents stored in the tables of a database.
2. Schema: The schema of a database is the structure (data model) which is

needed to understand the relationships among tables. Business rules which
are partly structural also need to be preserved.

3. Context: The contextual information which is normally not included in the
operational system.
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4. Database Application: The application developed in a high-level program-
ming language for retrieval, modification, and deletion of data in conjunction
with various data-processing operations. This contains the appearance and
behavioural aspects of the database. A part of the business rules maybe
implemented in the behavioural aspect.

For preserving a database it is important to take into account the nature of its
contents. The contents of some databases evolve with the passage of time e.g.
the CIA World Factbook database [1,2] while others remain static as is the case
of a population census database. The former needs a different approach than the
latter for preservation. In this paper the focus will be on the latter.

It is very important to preserve the schema of a database for the understand-
ability and usability of the information stored in it. In our approach as we suggest
to migrate the database to a dimensional model, the structure of the preserved
database is different from the structure of the operational system but it is easier
to understand.

A database application can be preserved as a working entity by writing an
emulator for it. An emulator is a program that runs on one computer and vir-
tually re-creates a different computer. Therefore, through emulation we can use
obsolete application on a recent computer [11]. But there are many problems as-
sociated with using emulation as a preservation strategy. For example it cannot
be ensured that the computers in the future will be capable of executing an emu-
lator of any older computer. Every time there is some change in the platform for
which the emulator was developed, the emulator needs to be re-developed. An-
other approach to deal with the application component is to simply preserve the
user manuals, queries and functions in textual format and not as a working en-
tity [15]. In this paper we propose an alternative approach which calculates and
explicitly stores the information embedded in the code (application logic). The
goal is to keep just the data and make the information application-independent.

3 Database Migration for Database Preservation

Database migration is not a new concept, it has been studied and discussed in
the past [8,9]. Database migration may take different forms including DBMS
version evolution (Oracle 10 to Oracle 11), change in DBMS (Oracle to DB2) or
change of the data model (hierarchal to relational data model). In this paper we
propose the use of model migration from the relational model to the dimensional
model as a step for preserving a relational database.

3.1 Dimensional Modeling

Dimensional modeling is a logical design technique that seeks to present the data
in a standard framework which is intuitive, allows for high-performance access
and is resilient to change [3,6]. Information is stored in tables of two natures:
dimensions store detailed data about the entities or objects involved in a certain
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relevant process (like clients, items being sold, employees); fact tables store the
values representing real world facts (like quantities sold, amounts earned) and
the relationship to the corresponding dimensions. A fact table surrounded by
the related dimensions is called a star. Dimensions may be shared by different
stars. Time and Location are commonly used dimensions.

The strengths of the dimensional model make it better for long-term preserva-
tion and access to the information. As discussed by Kimball [7] and Ponniah [10],
report writers, query tools and user interfaces can all make strong assumptions
about the dimensional model which makes the processing more efficient. Other
features, as discussed by Torlone [16], include explicit separation of structure
and contents, and hierarchies in the dimensions. The separation of the structure
and contents helps in making it DBMS independent which is crucial for database
preservation. The hierarchies in dimensions help in aggregating the data and re-
sult in faster access. In the past dimensional modeling has not been considered
for database preservation.

3.2 Model Migration

The design of a database preservation process requires a proper balance of the
aspects of originality, integrity, accessibility, intelligibility and authenticity in
each major problem to be solved. Two issues to be considered are the complexity
of the relational model of real-size information systems and the embedding in
code of important knowledge from the application domain.

The complexity of the relational model may prove to be a serious stumbling
block for preserving databases. Part of it comes from the requirement of redun-
dancy elimination that transaction-oriented databases must follow in order to
be efficient and consistent in capturing facts.

The preserved database is no longer used for transaction processing but in-
stead for querying and decision making. Although it contains the facts of the
original database, the change of usage brings a change of requirements. It is bet-
ter if the data is preserved in a form that gives simpler and quicker access. This
can be achieved by migrating the database from relational model to a dimen-
sional model, as depicted in Figure 1 [12]. The operation will affect the originality
of the database but will give a relief from the complexities of the relational model
and improve intelligibility and accessibility, because the resulting model is much
easier to understand and the queries on it are simpler to state.

The second problem is the fact that some results coming from the database
are produced by functions embodying application-domain knowledge. Preserving
code is a much more difficult problem than preserving data, because it requires
the ability to preserve the engine able to run it, from the application to the DBMS
or the underlying operating system. But discarding the code affects accessibility,
as there is no technical way to reach the derived data it would be producing,
and it affects also the integrity as chunks of the data are lost. The solution
offered by migration is to include the facts and dimension attributes in the
dimensional model to explicitly store the data in danger. In the data migration
phase, also called ETL for extraction, transformation and loading according
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Fig. 1. Model Migration Approach for Database Preservation

to data warehouses terminology [7], the application code is run to produce the
implicit values in it, which are then kept in the preserved database. It is assumed
that when the preservation operation is performed, the original platform or a
compatible one is still available.

In the migration process, parts of the relational model which are needed only
to support the interaction at the data capture phase or which are not relevant
may be dropped.

To further simplify the information stored in the database, it can be converted
to XML format. This will make the information platform-independent which is
very important for achieving its long-term preservation [13,14].

4 Case Study

The proof of concept for the ideas presented in this paper is a case study involving
the database for the “Course Evaluation System” of the University of Porto.
Students are invited to answer 31 questions about the course they are attending
and teacher performance, with answers ranking from 1-5, with 1 the lowest and
5 the highest grade. Information about the identity of the student is not stored
and the answers are anonymous. The operational system has a rather complex
model, a part of which is shown in Figure 2. It is designed to capture the answers
via dynamically built on-line forms. All the reports are calculated at query time
using functions based on complex queries.

A report can be about the whole faculty, a program, a curricular year or a
single course. The user may also choose a granularity level for a report which
may be one of the following:
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Fig. 2. Relational Model of the Operational System

– Question level: the report presents statistics about each individual question.
– Vector level: the questions are grouped into vectors, the report presents

statistics about the vectors.
– Global level: the vectors are combined into a single result, the report presents

statistics about the global results.

Before starting the migration process a thorough analysis of the operational sys-
tem was done. The process was carried out in small steps which resulted in the
dimensional model shown in Figure 3. The tables COURSES and PROGRAMS
in the operational system are represented by the IPDW COURSES dimension
in the dimensional model which has two levels (courses and programs). The ta-
bles QUESTIONS and VECTORS are represented by the IPDW QUESTIONS
dimension also with two levels (questions and their aggregations in vectors). The
questionnaire was modified six times since the inception of the system. The ta-
bles QUIZZES and QUIZ GROUPS in the operational system store information
about these different quizzes. The IPDW SEMESTER dimension stores infor-
mation about a semester and the QUIZ used for it. Though the answers of the
students are kept anonymous, some information related to them is stored in
the IPDW QUIZ dimension in the dimensional model. IPDW ANSWERS is the
fact table, it is the de-normalized form of the ANSWERS and VALUES ta-
ble. Reference keys to the corresponding dimensions along with the values from
ANSWERS and VALUES tables are stored in it.

Tables GROUPS, VALUES GROUPS, CONFIGURATION, and QUESTION-
NAIRE GROUPS were discarded as they were used for dynamically building
the interface for the online data capture. In this process it was important not to
damage the integrity of the data.
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Fig. 3. Dimensional Model for the Operational System

In the next step the functions were executed and the results like averages,
standard deviation, number of answers and percentiles for each granularity level
were explicitly stored. For each granularity level we got a different star with the
fact table storing the results coming from executing the functions and references
to the corresponding dimensions. One of the stars is shown in Figure 3. The
dimensions in this star are shared by others. At this stage the database became
application-independent.

The dimensions in the dimensional model are systematic and easy to serialize
and store in XML along with their structure and metadata.

If we compare the models (Figure 2 and Figure 3) it is obvious that the dimen-
sional model is simpler and easier to understand and therefore more intelligible.
The information which was embedded in code is now explicitly stored in the
database and is readily accessible. Also there is no need to preserve the code for
the future. After the process of migration is completed, the results coming from
the migrated database were compared with the operational system to verify the
authenticity of the information.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a model migration approach for database preservation. For
migrating the relational model of the operational system a thorough understand-
ing of the original system is required. Before migration it should be decided what
is to be kept for the future and what can be discarded. This work is similar to the
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evaluation, elimination and description work an archivist must perform before
archiving a set of documents.

6 Future Work

This is a work in progress and we are currently engaged in making the process of
migration easier. As the proposed approach involves migration of an operational
system from a relational model to a dimensional model, we are working on
defining some generic transformation rules for the process. The rules will guide
the team involved in a migration process.

Another aspect that requires further research is metadata. A specification
of the metadata needs, both for keeping the database system context and for
describing the preservation process is still required.
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